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Ultrafast laser system!
200 nm - 3 !m!
>50 !J and 25 fs

recombination. In the absence of this information, the
present study would hardly be practicable.

The principle of our experiment is as follows: One
starts by exciting a dilute I2=CCl4 solution with a femto-
second optical pulse. That generates a mixture of the
electronic states B and 1!u, which mainly dissociate
into ground state atoms. Hot iodine molecules I2

! with a
‘‘bond length’’ R0 " 4 !A are formed in less than 1 ps.
They then transform into either I2

! ! 2I or I2
! ! I2;

in the first case the atoms recombine nongeminately,
and in the second geminately. The reaction products are
monitored by a delayed x-ray probe pulse " seconds later.
Defined as the time-integrated energy flux S#q; "$ scat-
tered in a solid angle in the presence of the pump minus
the equivalent quantity in the absence of the pump, the
diffracted signal "S#q; "$ depends on two variables: the
scattering wave vector q and the time delay ".

The experimental setup is shown on Fig. 2. It comprises
the pulsed synchrotron source, a chopper that selects
single pulses of x rays from the synchrotron, a femto-
second laser, a capillary jet, and an integrating CCD
detector [23,24]. To increase the intensity of the dif-
fracted beam, an undulator formed by an array of 236 al-
ternating magnets was placed inside the vacuum vessel of
the synchrotron. In addition, the experiment used the
polychromatic beam from the undulator, which gives
rise to a gain in intensity of 450 as compared to a con-
ventional monochromatized beam. The images were
integrated azimuthally and were corrected for polariza-
tion and space-angle effects. Much attention was given to
the reproducibility of the diffracted signals. These pre-
cautions are necessary, the difference signal "S#q; "$
being only 10%2 to 10%4 of the solvent background.

The principle of our theoretical analysis is as follows:
The theory underlying the present work is a statistical
theory for time-resolved x-ray diffraction [25]. The elec-
tromagnetic fields are treated using Maxwellian electro-
dynamics and the molecular system is described by
quantum mechanics. The theory takes a simpler form in
the present case due to the time-scale separation of the
ultrafast optical and relatively slow chemical processes.
In spite of this simplification, some approximations are
still necessary. Only the electronic degrees of freedom
are considered quantum mechanically, whereas the others
were assumed to be classical. Time-dependent quantities
were all modeled using laser spectroscopic data [17–21],
whereas static quantities were calculated by molecular
dynamics simulations. None of these assumptions is be-
lieved to be restrictive.

Before we interpret the experimental data, we mention
an unexpected finding. The diffracted signal S#q$ &
S#q$I ' S#q$S of an I2=CCl4 solution is a sum of two
terms: S#q$I is associated with the iodine enclosed in its
solvent cage and S#q$S is due to the solvent [26]. Given
that only iodine molecules are excited, one would expect
the solvent signal S#q; "$S to stay constant and therefore
"S#q; "$S to vanish. This is not the case: the energy re-
leased by excited iodine molecules heats the solvent and
initiates its structural rearrangement and thermal ex-
pansion. The signature of this process is unexpectedly
large since it integrates all CCl4 molecules in the x-ray
illuminated volume. The signal is comparable to that
of iodine.

The q-resolved scans are first examined with " kept
constant (Fig. 3). We note that the information content
depends on the q range. (i) In the high q range, 4:3< q<
8:8 !A%1, the ‘‘naked’’ iodine structures are seen as they
relax progressively towards the ground state. This state-
ment is confirmed by the presence of oscillations similar
to those expected from gas-phase iodine. Their temporal
evolution agrees with the data from optical spectroscopy.
(ii) By contrast, in the low q range 0:5< q< 4:3 !A%1, the
thermal expansion of CCl4, heated by relaxing iodine
molecules, is observed. To check this conjecture, the
temperature and pressure changes "T#"$ and "p#"$
were calculated by solving linearized hydrodynamic
equations for systems containing a heat source [27].
Moreover, the static diffraction signal S#q$ was deter-
mined by molecular dynamics simulations. The latter
use 512 rigid CCl4 molecules plus one I2 molecule. We
found a good agreement between theory and experiment
which strongly supports the assumptions above.

The "-resolved scans are studied next with a fixed q
(Fig. 4). (i) When q < 4:3 !A%1, the signal increases with
time: the relaxing photoproducts revert to the ground
state; the solvent takes up the excess energy and ex-
pands. We expect this behavior to be quite general: the
cooling by the solvent generates necessarily thermal ex-
pansion. (ii) When q & 4:3 !A%1, the "-resolved signals
decrease with time: "S#q; "$ probes the relaxation of

FIG. 2 (color). Experimental setup: the x-ray pulses are gen-
erated by an undulator. The spectrum is centered at 0:67 !A
(18.5 keV) and its bandwidth width is d#=# & 0:03. The flux on
the sample is 5( 108 per pulse and the pulse length is 150 ps.
The solution is excited by 150 fs laser pulses at 520 nm, popu-
lating the electronic states 1!u and B. The common laser/x-ray
repetition frequency is 896.6 Hz and the exposure time 10 s per
CCD frame.
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